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An initial point alignment and seam tracking system
for narrow weld
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Abstract—Recently, laser vision sensors are widely applied in
initial point alignment and seam tracking to improve the level
of intelligent welding because of good characteristics. However,
since the deformation of laser stripe is unobvious at the narrow
weld with 0.2mm width, these methods are not applicable for
the narrow weld. Moreover, there are rare researches could
achieve initial point alignment and seam tracking of narrow
weld simultaneously. Therefore, an initial point alignment and
seam tracking system for narrow weld is proposed in this paper.
At first, a laser vision sensor with extra LED light is used to
obtain laser and weld seam image. Besides, the seam feature
point is extracted and three dimensional (3D) coordinates could
be obtained with vision model. In addition, three controllers
including decision controller, initial point alignment controller
and seam tracking controller are proposed to achieve initial point
alignment and seam tracking control in X and Z axis directions.
What’s more, feature verification, Kalman Filter (KF) and output
pulse verification are designed to improve the accuracy and
stability of this system. Finally, many initial point alignment
and seam tracking experiments of narrow weld are conducted.
Experiment results demonstrate that proposed system could well
achieve initial point alignment and seam tracking of planar and
curved surface narrow weld.
Index Terms—Initial point alignment, seam tracking, narrow
weld, laser vision sensor, robot welding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
T present, most of welding robots are teach-and-playback
and off-line programming robots. They have two vital
shortcomings. At first, they need teaching time before each
welding. Thus, the welding efficiency is greatly reduced.
Besides, the seam position often changes because of welding
gap variability and thermal deformation. Since these robots
cannot accommodate to the change of seam position, the
welding quality will be affected [1]. In order to improve
welding efficiency and welding quality, many different sensors
are used for initial point alignment and seam tracking process
including ultrasonic sensor [2], acoustic sensor [3], audible
sensor [4], inductive sensor [5], laser displacement sensor [6],
magneto optical sensor [7] and arc sensor [8].
Recently, vision sensors get much attention because of their
characteristics of abundant information and non-contact [9],
[10]. The vision sensor can be separated into passive vision
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sensor and laser vision sensor. Since laser vision sensors
have characteristics of high accuracy and robustness, they
are widely used for initial point alignment [11], [12] and
seam tracking [13], [14]. The premise of these methods is the
deformation of laser stripe would be apparent at weld groove.
However, because the deformation of laser stripe is unobvious
at the narrow weld with 0.2mm width, traditional laser vision
sensors cannot be used for narrow weld detection [15].
Aiming at realizing initial point alignment and seam tracking of narrow weld, some other methods based on passive
vision are presented. In [16], an initial point positioning
method was presented based on one camera and two positions
technology, and all the positioning errors were less than 2.3mm. In [17], a two-step method was presented to achieve initial
point alignment based on binocular vision, and the guiding
precision was within 1.1mm. However, the application of these
methods in welding production is limited due to large initial
point alignment errors. In [18], according to the geometric
relationship of seams at the initialization stage and the welding
stage, an initial point guiding method was presented. However,
this method is only applicable for the planar welding workpiece.
As for seam tracking of narrow weld, there are also some
researches based on passive vision sensors. In [19], a compact
seam tracking system for narrow weld was developed and the
most of tracking errors were less than 0.40mm. In [20], a
robot double head weld seam tracking system was presented
to improve the welding efficiency, and most of tracking errors
of double head welding robot were less than 0.30mm and
0.40mm. In [21], a seam tracking system for narrow weld was
proposed, and most of the tracking errors were controlled in
range of 0.30mm. However, all these systems achieve narrow
weld seam detection based on monocular vision, and they
are only appropriate for seam tracking of planar welding
work-piece. In [22], based on high magnification lens, a high
precision measurement system of narrow weld was proposed.
However, the field view of camera is 1.3mm2 , and the application of this system in seam tracking is limited.
As mentioned above, traditional laser vision sensors cannot
be used for initial point alignment and seam tracking of
narrow weld, because narrow weld couldn’t be detected due to
unobvious deformation of laser stripe at the narrow weld. In
order to realize initial point alignment of narrow weld, some
passive vision based methods are proposed. However, because
the initial point alignment errors of passive vision based
methods are usually large and easily affected by the variation
of ambient light, and the premise of accurate seam tracking
is that the welding torch is aligned with the initial point
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Fig. 1. The structure of the experiment system

accurately, there are rare researches could achieve accurate
initial point alignment and seam tracking of narrow weld
simultaneously.
In order to solve the above problems, an initial point alignment and seam tracking system for narrow weld is proposed.
Firstly, a laser vision sensor with an LED light is used to obtain
laser and weld seam image. Secondly, the welding noises could
be filtered out, and image feature point of narrow weld seam
could be extracted. Combining with the vision model, the 3D
coordinates of the feature point could be acquired. Thirdly,
three controllers including decision controller, initial point
alignment controller and seam tracking controller are proposed
to realize initial point alignment and seam tracking control in
X and Z axis directions. Finally, feature verification, KF and
output pulse verification are designed to improve the accuracy
and stability of this system. The main innovation of this paper
is that an initial point alignment and seam tracking system for
narrow weld is proposed based on a new invented laser vision
sensor. This system could well achieve initial point alignment
and seam tracking simultaneously of both planar and curved
surface narrow weld, which improves the automation level of
robot welding.

II. S YSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. Experiment System
In this paper, the experiment system includes three major
modules: a laser vision sensor, a computer, and a robotic
system, as shown in Fig. 1. The laser vision sensor is used
to acquire laser stripe and weld seam image, and transmits
the captured image to the computer. The frame rate of the
laser vision sensor is 20Hz and the sampling period is 50ms.
The computer extracts seam feature point and obtains its 3D
coordinates. The robotic system consists of three degrees of
freedom. The Y axis direction is the welding direction, and the
position of torch is adjusted in X and Z axis directions during
welding process. The moving resolution of the weld torch in
X and Z axis directions is 0.01mm. The camera coordinate
system ΣC and torch coordinate system ΣT are established as
shown in Fig. 1.

LED light

(b) The physical device

Fig. 2. The laser vision sensor
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Fig. 3. The reflection characteristic between narrow weld and work-piece

B. Laser vision sensor
The laser vision sensor used in this paper mainly consists
of an industrial camera, a diode laser, an optical filter and
an LED light, as shown in Fig. 2. Because the intensity of
the arc light in the range of 610 nm to 690 nm is relatively
low, the central wavelength of narrow-band filter should be
within this range to reduce arc light interference [23]. In this
paper, the central wavelength of narrow-band filter is 650nm,
and a diode laser with same central wavelength as narrowband filter is used. In addition, a baffle plate is added between
welding torch and laser vision sensor. In this way, the laser
stripe could be captured and arc lights could be eliminated.
At the same time, an LED light with 650nm wavelength is
also added, whose incident angle is approximately 30◦ . By
this means, as shown in Fig. 3, the incident light of LED light
projected on the work-piece surface will be reflected to camera
and the incident light projected on the narrow weld cannot be
reflected to camera because of weld gap. Therefore, the gray
values at the narrow weld are lower than both sides and the
narrow weld seam could be captured, as shown in Fig. 4. It is
the precondition for image feature point extraction.

C. Vision Model
Because the deformation of laser stripe is unobvious at
the narrow weld, the feature point of narrow weld seam is
considered as the intersection of weld seam line and laser
stripe line.
Suppose the image coordinate of the feature point is (u, v)
and 3D coordinate of it in the camera coordinate system is
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(xc , yc , zc ). Then, based on pinhole model of camera, the
relationship between them could be shown with Eq. (1):
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(1)
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1
zc
Where (kx , ky ) are the two scale coefficients and (u0 , v0 ) is
the image coordinates of the principal point.
Suppose the equation of laser plane is as follows:
zc = axc + byc + c

(2)

According to the Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the 3D coordinates
(xc , yc , zc ) could be calculated with Eq. (3):

 zc = ckx ky / (kx ky + aky (u0 − u) + bkx (v0 − v))
xc = zc (u − u0 ) /kx
(3)

yc = zc (v − v0 ) /ky
Then, combining the hand-eye transformation matrix Tm ,
the 3D coordinates of feature point in the torch coordinate
system (xt , yt , zt ) could be determined with Eq. (4):

xt

yt

zt

T

1 = Tm xc

yc

zc

T
1

(4)

III. T HE PRINCIPLE OF INITIAL POINT ALIGNMENT AND
SEAM TRACKING

The proposed system could simultaneously achieve the
initial point alignment and seam tracking of narrow weld. The
steps of the entire process are as follows:
1) Laser vision sensor initialization
The welding robot is guided to the initialization position
that the laser stripe is projected on the work-piece, as
shown in laser stripe 1 of Fig. 5.
2) Initial point searching
Based on the prior knowledge of the position of welding
work-piece, the welding robot moves in opposite direction of welding and the detection starts. The seam feature
point could be extracted, and its 3D coordinates could be
determined according to vision model. As shown in laser
stripes 2 to 4 of Fig. 5, the Z coordinate of the feature
point z(i) varies slowly when the laser stripe doesn’t
arrive at initial point. If the laser stripe arrives in the
initial point, it changes sharply. Based on this fact, an

Laser vision sensor
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Initial point
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Δ2 z ( i ) > G t

Initial point
alignment

Seam tracking
and welding

Fig. 6. The procedure of initial point alignment and seam tracking method

operator is proposed to obtain the initial point, as shown
in Eq. (5).
∆2 z(i) =

n
X

z(i + j) +

j=1

n
X

z(i − j) − 2nz(i)

(5)

j=1

Where ∆2 z(i) is the two order difference of z(i), and
initial point could be determined when ∆2 z(i) is greater
than the threshold value Gt . According to many tests, the
value of n is set to 5 and threshold value Gt is set to 10.
3) Initial point alignment
When the initial point coordinates are acquired, the
welding torch is controlled to arrive at initial point using
initial point alignment controller.
4) Seam tracking and welding
As shown in laser stripes 5 to 9 of Fig. 5, the welding
robot moves in Y axis direction and the welding torch
is adjusted in X and Z axis directions simultaneously in
the welding process based on the proposed seam tracking
controller.
The procedure of initial point alignment and seam tracking
method of narrow weld is shown in Fig. 6.
IV. I MAGE PROCESSING
The accurate detection of feature point is the premise for
initial point alignment and seam tracking. However, there are
some noises such as strong arc lights, splashes and fogs in
the image. Thus, the feature point is easily drowned into these
noises. At the same time, the proposed method should be realtime to improve tracking precision. In order to solve these
problems, image pre-processing, ROI computation and feature
extraction are used in this paper.
A. Image pre-processing
As shown in Fig. 7, most of arc lights interferences could
be removed through a narrow-band filter and a baffle plate
between welding torch and laser vision sensor. Then, the image
pre-processing is used to eliminate interferences of splashes.
Because the splash is moving, the position of the splash in
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the captured adjacent images is different, as shown in Fig. 7.
Based on this characteristic, the min operation between the
last image and current image is adopted to eliminate splashes
noises [19]. Since some noises in welding environment are
salt-and-pepper noises, median filter is most widely used in
the pre-processing of the welding image [24]. In this paper,
median filter is also adopted to filter out some salt-and-pepper
noises in captured welding image, which blurs image less than
widely used mean filter. After image pre-processing, most of
the noises could be filtered out and weld seam is still distinct,
as shown in Fig. 9a.
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B. ROI computation
In order to reduce the computational cost of image processing and improve the real-time performance, the ROI of laser
stripe and weld seam should be determined.
1) ROI of laser stripe: Because the laser stripe is approximately parallel with the x axis of the image, the gray value of
pixels in each row is summed to obtain the ROI of laser stripe.
The sum result of gray value of pixels along x-axis is shown in
Fig. 8a. In this paper, the captured image size is 1280 × 1024,
and the width of the laser stripe is about 20 pixels. The ROI
of the laser stripe could be obtained using Eq. (6):
(
[xlmin , xlmax ] = [1, 1280]
(6)
[ylmin , ylmax ] = [vl − 20, vl + 20]
Where vl is the row index with the greatest sum result.
2) ROI of weld seam: The feature point of narrow weld
seam is considered as the intersection of weld seam line and
laser stripe line, so only the weld seam near the laser stripe is
considered. The sum result of gray value of pixels along y-axis
is shown in Fig. 8b. Because LED light projected on the workpiece surface will be reflected to camera and the incident light
projected on the narrow weld cannot be reflected to camera
because of weld gap, the gray values at the narrow weld are
lower than others in adjacent columns, as shown in Fig. 8b.
Therefore, a two order difference operator Cu is presented to
obtain the ROI of the weld seam.
X−w
Xw+2
Cu (j) =
Ju (j + k) +
Ju (j + k)
k=−w−2
k=w
(7)
X1
−2
Ju (j + k)
k=−1

Where w is the half width of the weld seam, and Ju (j) is the
sum of gray values in j-th column,.

Then, the ROI of the weld seam could be obtained using
Eq. (8):
(
[xsmin , xsmax ] = [us − 50, us + 50]
(8)
[ysmin , ysmax ] = [vl − 100, vl + 100]
Where us is the column index with greatest Cu .
C. Feature extraction
Center profile extraction and improved Hough transform are
adopted to extract feature point.
1) Center profile extraction: The widely used gray weighting method is used to determine center points of the laser
stripe, which can be expressed with Eq. (9):
Pvl +20
iI(i, j)
l −20
plc (j) = Pi=v
(j = 1, 2, · · · , 1280)
(9)
vl +20
i=vl −20 I(i, j)
where plc (j) is the y-coordinate of the center point of the laser
stripe in j-th column, I(i, j) is the gray value of the pixel point
(i, j).
Since the incident light is not reflected at the narrow weld,
the gray values at narrow weld seam are smaller than adjacent
sides. Therefore, a detection operator S(i, j) expressed as Eq.
(10) is presented to obtain center points of weld seam, which
could reduce the influence of noise pixels.
S(i, j) =

X−w
−2

k=−w−2
X1

I(i, j + k) +

k=−1

Xw+2
k=w

I(i, j + k)
(10)

I(i, j + k)

In the i-th row, the column index with greatest S(i, j) is xcoordinate of the center point of weld seam.
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By searching the ROI of the image using above methods,
the center points of the laser stripe and weld seam could be
determined.
2) Improved Hough transform: After the extraction of
center points, some center points of weld seam are incorrect,
as shown in Fig. 9e. If these incorrect points are also used
to calculate feature lines, there will be a large error in the
calculation results. Hough transform is adopted because it can
eliminate interference from incorrect points. The principle of
Hough transform is that the straight line detection is converted
to a counting work in Hough space. However, the computation
cost of Hough transform is huge. Therefore, an improved
Hough transform is proposed to reduce computation cost and
improve real-time. Since two image points correspond to a
point (ρ, θ) in Hough space and determine a straight line, two
points (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) are randomly selected to compute
the (ρ, θ) using Eq. (11):


(
x −x
θ = arctan yij−yji

(11)
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Fig. 10. The schematic diagram of the proposed control system

obtained. Then, least square fitting method is used to get
accurate feature lines. Finally, the feature point could be
determined by calculating the intersection of two feature lines.
The above image processing method has been tested using
many welding images. The complete image processing procedure is shown in Fig. 9. It demonstrates that the feature point
could be detected precisely.

ρ = xi cos θ + yi sin θ
V. C ONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Then, all the points are verified using Eq. (12):
d(xt , yt ) =(xt cos θ + yt sin θ − ρ
candidate point if |d(xt , yt ) < dth |
(xt , yt ) =
other point
otherwise

(12)

Where dth is the threshold value to judge the candidate point.
Considering the accuracy of the model and computation
cost, iteration times is set to 50. After 50 repeated calculations,
the candidate point set with largest total count could be

The proposed control system mainly consists of feature verification, decision controller, initial point alignment controller
and seam tracking controller, as shown in Fig. 10. Feature
verification is used to determine reference features and verify
feedback features. Decision controller is used to decide the
working stage of the control system. Initial point alignment
controller is applied to make welding torch arrive at initial
point. Seam tracking controller is proposed to adjust weld
torch position in X and Z axis directions simultaneously.
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A. Feature verification

t0

1) Reference feature determination: In order to achieve
seam tracking, the reference features should be determined
firstly. Since the performance of seam tracking is connected
with the precise of reference feature, N images are utilized
to determine the reference feature. Firstly, the median of the
feature points is defined as Rm . Then, all the feature points
are verified. If the distance from them to Rm is less than fT ,
it is added to the set A as follows:
A = {fv (j) ||fv (j) − Rm | < fT }

(13)

Finally, the reference image feature could be calculated with
Eq. (14):
n

1X
fv (j)
Rf =
n j=1

(14)

Where Rf is reference image feature, and n is the number of
elements in set A.
2) Feedback feature verification: Because of strong noises
disturbances in welding process, some feature points may not
be extracted accurately. If false feature points are directly
used as feedback in this system, the deviation between the
welding torch and seam would increase immediately, which
leads to low welding quality [19]. Therefore, feedback feature
verification should be carried out. According to the fact that
the welding speed is slow and the change of image feature
point is slow in adjacent sample cycle, the feedback feature
verification can be expressed with Eq. (15).
(
|ui (t) − ui (t − 1)| < uT
(15)
|vi (t) − vi (t − 1)| < vT
where uT and vT are the two thresholds. According to many
tests, the values of them are set as 8 pixel and 3 pixel,
respectively.
If the feedback feature satisfies the Eq. (15), it can be used
in the controller. Otherwise, it is regarded as false feature.
B. Decision controller
The decision controller is used to decide the working stage.
The working stage contains two stages including initial point
alignment and welding stage. The purpose of initial point
alignment is to make weld torch arrive at initial point. Welding
stage consists of reference feature setting and seam tracking.
The reference feature setting is used to get the reference
feature and the seam tracking is utilized to guide weld torch
along the weld path during entire welding process.
In order to control the different working stages, three switch
functions including g1, g2 and g3 are used. g1 is only valid
in the initial point alignment stage, g2 is only active in the
reference feature setting sub-stage, and g3 only works in the
seam tracking sub-stage, as shown in Fig. 11.
C. Initial point alignment controller
Proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller is adopted
as initial point alignment controller, because it is simple and
reliable. The incremental PID controller is adopted, because

t1

t3

t2

g1
g2
g3
Welding
Initial point Reference
alignment feature setting

Seam tracking

Fig. 11. The sequence of the welding procedure

the stepper motor could keep history position. The reference
feature is defined as the 3D coordinates of initial point and
feedback feature is defined as the output of rotary encoder.
When the difference between them less than a threshold value,
the alignment process finishes. In order to ensure that the
output pulses can be executed in a control cycle, the outputs
pulses at each control cycle should be limited.
∆u(k) = Pe {Kp [e(k) − e(k − 1)] + Ki e(k)
+ Kd [e(k) − 2e(k − 1) + e(k − 2)]}

(16)

Where ∆u(k) is the output pulses at sample cycle k, Pe is
pulse equivalent, Kp , Ki and Kd are the three parameters of
the PID controller.
D. Seam tracking controller
Two independent seam tracking controllers are proposed
to realize seam tracking control in X and Z axis directions
simultaneously. As two seam tracking controllers are similar,
only the controller for X axis direction is described. The seam
tracking controller includes error filtering, PID controller and
output pulse verification. Since the PID controller is described
in Section 5.3, only error filtering and output pulse verification
are introduced in detail.
1) Error filtering: The feedback feature could be determined after feedback feature verification proposed in Section
5.1.2. However, there are random noises in the measured
image feature. Kalman Filter (KF) is adopted here to decrease
the effect of these noises. For filtering out noises using
KF, the state equation and measurement equation of image
feature should be established firstly. The movement of the
image feature can be regarded as constant-velocity motion and
random acceleration motion caused by system noises, and it
is relatively independent along x and y axis directions in the
image plane. Thus, the random motion of the image feature
could be expressed with Eq. (17):
(
x(k + 1) = x(k) + tẋ(k) + 0.5t2 wx (k)
(17)
y(k + 1) = y(k) + tẏ(k) + 0.5t2 wy (k)
Where (x(k), y(k)) is image coordinates of image feature at
sampling cycle k, ẋ(k) and ẋ(k) are the motion velocity of
the image feature in x and y axis directions, wx (k) and wy (k)
are random accelerations in x and y axis directions caused by
system noises, t is time of a sampling cycle.
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Since the filtering processes for the weld deviations in x and
y axis directions are same, only the filtering process for weld
deviations in x axis direction is described. The eigenvector
of x coordinates of image feature contains x(k) and ẋ(k), as
shown in Eq. (18):
(
x1 (k) = x(k)
(18)
x2 (k) = ẋ1 (k)

Welding source Wire feeder

7

Shielding gas LED light source

Then, the state and measurement equations of the image
feature can be expressed with Eq. (19) and Eq. (20):

 

 

x1 (k + 1)
1 t x1 (k)
0.5t2
=
+
wx (k)
(19)
x2 (k + 1)
0 1 x2 (k)
t
Laser vision sensor Work-piece



 x1 (k)
zm (k) = 1 0
+ vx (k)
x2 (k)


(20)

Where zm (k) is the measured value of the image feature at
sampling cycle k, v(k)
isthe measurement


 noise.


x1 (k)
1 t
0.5t2
Define X(k) =
,A=
,B=
,C=
x2 (k)
0 1
t


1 0 . The KF iterated algorithm can be expressed with Eq.
(21) [25].

x̂(k + 1|k) = Ax̂(k|k)





P (k + 1|k) = AP (k|k)AT + BQB T



K(k + 1) = P (k + 1|k)C T [CP (k + 1|k)C T + R]−1
ε(k + 1) = Z(k) − C x̂(k + 1|k)





x̂(k + 1|k + 1) = x̂(k + 1|k) + K(k + 1)ε(k + 1)



P (k + 1|k + 1) = [I − K(k + 1)C]P (k + 1|k)
(21)
Where X̂(k + 1|k) is the estimated state, P (k + 1|k) is the
estimated covariance, K(k + 1) is the filtering gain matrix,
X̂(k + 1|k + 1) is the updated state, P (k + 1|k + 1) is the
updated covariance matrix, Q is the variance of process noise
and R is the variance of measurement noise.
The initial condition is set as follows based on experience:

h
iT


x̂(0) = 610 0



h
iT

P (0) = 0 0; 0 0
(22)



Q = 0.01



R=4
If the reference feature obtained in Section 5.1.1 is Rf , the
measured error and filtered error could be expressed with Eq.
(22):
(
em (k) = zm (k) − Rf
(23)
eKF (k) = x1 (k|k) − Rf
2) Output pulse verification: Stability is very important in
seam tracking control to ensure welding quality. In order to
ensure the stability of the welding system, the seam tracking
control should be smooth on the premise of achieving deviation correction. Therefore, the output pulse should be verified
before they are sent to motor [26]. Actually, the output pulses
at each sample cycle should be less than a thresh value nl to
keep the welding steady.

Welding torch

Industrial robot

Fig. 12. The experimental system

VI. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed initial point
alignment and seam tracking system for narrow weld, a series
of experiments were carried out. The experimental equipment
is shown in Fig. 12.
A. Test of laser vision sensor
The measurement precision of the laser vision sensor was
tested using a narrow weld work-piece. The reference feature
could be obtained when the welding torch arrive at initial
point. The feedback feature point could also be acquired
during the welding process. The weld work-piece was installed
that the path of welding torch is the same as the weld seam
line. In this way, the feedback feature should be same as
reference feature theoretically. However, because of measurement errors, there exists difference between them. Therefore,
the difference between the feedback feature and reference
feature is defined as measurement errors. Combining with
image measurement errors and the established vision model,
the measurement errors in X and Z axis directions could be
acquired. The measurement errors before and after KF are
shown in Fig. 13.
The measurement errors after KF in X and Z axis directions
are less than 0.10mm and 0.15mm, respectively. The mean
measurement errors in X and Z axis directions after KF are
0.031mm and 0.039mm, respectively. It shows that the developed laser vision sensor could realize narrow weld seam measurement accurately. At the same time, the mean measurement
errors before filtering in X and Z axis directions are 0.069mm
and 0.090mm, respectively. The comparison experiment shows
that the measurement noise could be reduced using KF.
B. Test of initial point alignment performance
The initial point alignment performance of proposed system
was tested using planar and curved surface narrow weld workpiece, as shown in Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b. The parameters of
image processing were set as: w = 6, dth = 3. The parameters
of initial point alignment controller were set as: Pe = 3200,
Kp = 0.6, Ki = 0.06, Kd = 0.01.
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Fig. 13. Measurement errors before and after KF
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(a) Tracking errors in X axis direction (b) Tracking errors in Z axis direction
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Fig. 16. Tracking errors of narrow weld

Fig. 14. Two typical micro-gap welds

TABLE III
S EAM
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Y
Z
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0
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X
Y
Z
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Error (mm)

Error (mm)

0.4

0
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X
Z

Large error
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Mean error
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weld
narrow weld
Fig. 15. Initial point alignment errors of narrow weld work-piece in three
directions

Based on teach-and-playback mode, the accurate 3D coordinates of the initial point could be obtained. The alignment
error is considered as the difference between the accurate 3D
coordinates and calculated 3D coordinates using the initial
point alignment method. Changing the position of planar and
curved surface narrow weld work-piece and twenty initial
point alignment experiments were carried out, respectively.
The initial point alignment errors of planar and curved surface
narrow weld work-piece in three directions are shown in Fig.
15a and Fig. 15b, respectively. After careful analysis, initial
point alignment errors of narrow weld are shown in Table
I. Initial point alignment results demonstrate that proposed
system could well achieve initial point alignment of narrow
weld.

C. Test of seam tracking performance
In the experiments, a curved surface narrow weld workpiece was adopted. Based on the welding technology handbook, the welding technology parameters were determined,
which were listed in Table II. The parameters used in the seam
tracking stage were set as follows: N = 20, fT = 3, uT = 8,
vT = 3, Pe = 100, Kp = 0.6, Ki = 0.06, Kd = 0.01,
nl = 25.
Ten welding experiments were conducted to test the seam
tracking performance of proposed system in X and Z axis directions. The seam tracking errors of ten welding experiments
are similar, so one of them is introduced as a representative.
The seam tracking errors in X and Z axis directions of one
experiment are shown in Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b, respectively.
After careful analysis, seam tracking errors in X and Z
axis directions are shown in Table III. The seam tracking
results indicate that proposed system could well achieve seam
tracking of narrow weld in X and Z axis directions. The weld
bead of the narrow weld seam is shown in Fig. 17. It shows
good weld bead could be formed using the proposed system.
D. Discussion
To prove the advantage of proposed system, it has been
compared with many literatures. As for initial point alignment
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higher seam tracking accuracy is required, some steps should
be taken. Firstly, laser vision sensor measurement accuracy
should be improved by increasing calibration accuracy and
image processing accuracy. Secondly, the used PID controller
should be improved, because it lacks self-adjusting mechanism. For example, segmented self-adaption PID controller [1]
and Fuzzy-PID controller [27] could be used to correct the
displacement between the welding torch and seam quickly and
stably.

Fig. 17. The weld bead of the narrow weld
TABLE IV
I NITIAL POINT ALIGNMENT APPLICABILITY

COMPARISON OF CURVED

NARROW WELD

Methods
Applicability of
curved weld

Proposed method

In [16]

In [17]

In [18]

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

TABLE V
I NITIAL POINT ALIGNMENT ERROR COMPARISON
Methods
Guiding accuracy

Proposed method
0.40mm

In [16]
1.48mm

In [17]
1.10mm

TABLE VI
S EAM

TRACKING APPLICABILITY COMPARISON OF CURVED NARROW
WELD

Methods
Applicability of
curved weld

9

Proposed method

In [19]

In [20]

In [21]

Yes

No

No

No

of narrow weld, there are some literatures [16]–[18]. The
initial point alignment applicability comparison of curved
narrow weld and initial point alignment error comparison are
shown in Table IV and Table V. As can be seen, the proposed
initial point alignment method is also applicable to curved
surface narrow weld, and the alignment error is smaller than
previous methods.
As for the seam tracking of narrow weld, some systems
have been developed [19]–[21]. Although the seam tracking
accuracy of these systems could meet requirement of narrow
weld, all these systems could only obtain weld torch deviation
in X axis direction and they are not applicable for seam
tracking of curved surface narrow weld. The seam tracking
applicability comparison of curved narrow weld is shown in
Table VI. As can be seen, the proposed system could well
realize initial point alignment and seam tracking of both planar
and curved narrow weld.
The seam tracking accuracy of the proposed system is
mainly influenced by laser vision sensor measurement error
and tracking control method. Laser vision sensor measurement
error is affected by calibration method and image processing method. Measurement precision verification experiments
results show that measurement errors of the laser vision
sensor are less than 0.10mm and 0.15mm in X and Z axis
directions. Seam tracking experiment results show that the
seam tracking accuracy is 0.3mm, which is much smaller than
the width of the formed weld bead, so seam tracking accuracy
could satisfy the welding demand of narrow weld. When

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an initial point alignment and seam tracking
system for narrow weld is proposed. The design of new laser
vision sensor, the principle of initial point alignment and seam
tracking, the extraction method of seam feature point and the
design of control system are discussed in detail. Especially,
some conclusions are drawn as follows:
1) Firstly, a laser vision sensor with an LED light is used to
eliminate arc lights and obtain narrow weld seam image.
It is the precondition for initial point alignment and seam
tracking of narrow weld.
2) The image processing method can filter out welding noises, and detect feature point of narrow weld seam precisely
and robustly. Combining with the vision measurement
model, the 3D coordinates of the feature point could be
obtained, and the welding torch deviation in X and Z axis
directions could be acquired simultaneously.
3) The measurement error of the laser vision sensor is
tested. The measurement errors after KF in X and Z axis
directions are less than 0.10mm and 0.15mm, respectively. It shows that the developed laser vision sensor can
measure narrow weld seam accurately. The comparison
experiment shows that the measurement noise could be
reduced using KF.
4) Many experiments are conducted to test initial point
alignment performance and seam tracking performance of
proposed system for narrow weld. The results show that
alignment errors are less than 0.4mm in three directions,
and tracking errors in X and Z axis directions are less
than 0.30mm, respectively. It demonstrates that proposed
system could well achieve initial point alignment and
seam tracking of both planar and curved narrow weld.
The narrow weld is considered in this paper, but the proposed
initial point alignment and seam tracking system is also
applicable for other weld types such as fillet joint and lap
joint by selecting appropriate image features. In addition, the
median filter and min operation are used to eliminate welding
noises in this paper. If there exist a few splashes after image
pre-processing, some other image processing methods such as
area filter could be used to eliminate these noises.
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